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ABSTRACT 

PDRM mostly the biggest name in Malaysia, PDRM have major function to make sure 

that resident of the country were living lively and safety. From their mission and vision, 

the maintenance management should be programmed excellent into their organization, 

make the management complete and systematic because, if the PDRM management was 

in trouble, so how they want to manage and given their perfectionist situation to people 

out there. The maintenance management should be contributing into organization because 

the perfect organization can give the work program move smoothly. 

The research done to identifies the problem that always occurred in the PDRM 

management system. Research provides to known about the real situation in the PDRM 

and makes the compare with the program that PDRM planning 

Methodologies of the research to complete this dissertation were involved in 3 steps; 

firstly make the discussion with supervisor about the preparation in this dissertation. 

Secondly, list down the activity must be attached in this dissertation such as observation 

and questionnaires to get some data from occupier of quarters and employee of PDRM 

(staff). Lastly, make references from library, IPD and IPK to establish tough content of 

dissertation. 

Based on the 3 arrangement programmed, the finding were collected in negative feedback 

in programmed process but excellent in maintenance management programmed. The 

process negative because of the late in action process, so more complained from client 

make it negative feed back. But in other side, another programmed mostly in medium 

situation. 

The conclusion, PDRM mostly the biggest empire and they also have many programmed 

to make succeed, so the late feedback or action can be listed in relevant situation to 

compare with their situation, problem to handle and many more. 
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Maintenance management for government building 
(Police quarters) 

CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION / GUIDELINES 

1.1 Intro 

Staff and officer of Polis Diraja Malaysia are about 89,197. From the total of staff 

and the officer showed that PDRM having variable liability, from the general 

duty, police still having their traditional duty and always be there with their folk, 

it can be prove it from the back time story where did Pasukan Gerakan Am done 

their non-regulatory work such as avoidance none-permit visitor and fight the 

communism. 

To done this job where did responsible by folk, PDRM be helped by member of 

supported such as "Polis Tambahan", "Sukarelawan Polis", "Polis Bantuan", 

"Kadet Polis" dan "kakitangan awam". This grouping will be an importance 

group where did care about safety their folk and country. 

Organization structure 

PDRM have 4 level of their structure organization, are:-

o Federal level 

Know as center officer of Polis Diraja Malaysia Bukit Aman (Bukit Aman), 

administration of PDRM for all country. Ketua Polis Negara officer and other 

administration of PDRM where stay here 
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